The all new JK XRC M.O.D. (Multi Optional Design) Bumper System allows you to design your bumper for any terrain. The base unit was developed around our XRC platform and comes standard with a winch cradle with capacity to support up to a 15,000 lb. winch. It’s also equipped with D-Ring mounts that are welded on the inside and out that provides a towable anchor point when pulling your rig behind a truck or motor home. Choose between our Mid or Full Width End Plate knowing that bumper clearance won’t be sacrificed when wheeling in the harshest conditions. Then decide which over rider you prefer, you can choose between our low profile bull bar or our high point stinger.

**FEATURES**

- Manufactured from 3/16 cold rolled steel
- Solid Mount D-Rings - Welds on the inside and out!
- Multi piece options allow you to build your bumper in any configuration for any situation
- Built in winch plate to accommodate up to 15k winch
- Towable D-Ring mounts
- Marine Grade Stainless Steel Hardware
- Two Stage Textured Matte Black Finish Powder Coat Finish - 5 year Limited Warranty
- Smittybilt Advantage Warranty - Limited Lifetime Warranty